The Green Path for
Dallas’ Trash
Briefing to City Council
September 7, 2011
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PURPOSE of Briefing
• Review the steps-to-date on the topic Resource Flow
Control
• Advise Council of input from community meetings
• Describe possible scenario to stimulate investment
in South East Oak Cliff (SEOC)
• Recommend proceeding with ordinance and
establishment of SEOC stimulus fund
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Steps-to-date
• Council budget workshops in FY10 and FY11
– Brainstorming ideas included “waste flow control”
– Council requested for further information to evaluate

• Two Council briefings in June 2011
– June 1 and June 15
– Synopsis of each to follow in today’s briefing

• Follow-up meetings
–
–
–
–
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Community meetings
Discussions with Dallas businesses and institutions
City Manager meeting with waste industry representatives
State and Federal environmental regulators: EPA and TCEQ

Steps-to-date: June briefings
• Dallas’ green initiatives are numerous and far-reaching
– Green fleet, water conservation, renewable power, recycling
– First city with city-wide ISO 14001 certification (environmental standards)

• Broaden green policies further into waste handling
– Progress to date:
• Household recycling under OneDAY Dallas
(multi-family recycling through many drop-off sites)
• Landfill recycles scrap tires, tree limbs,
old pavements
• Landfill accelerates waste decomposition,
producing renewable gas source

– More to come
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Steps-to-date: June briefings
• New technologies: Waste has many “second life” uses
• Energy - conversion of waste to gas or electricity
• Fuel
- conversion of waste to synthetic fuels
• Reuse - sorting of waste into many more recyclable products

• Each waste item has value
–
–
–
–

Current recycling efforts divert 10% -25% of waste from landfill
New technologies can divert 65% - 95% from landfill
Each “second use” benefits environment
Each “second use” has monetary value

• Landfills may become obsolete
as waste becomes “valued resource”
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Steps-to-date: June briefings
• Make use of these resources
• Dallas’ landfill can be “storage vault”
– Today’s “wastes” are future resources
– Capture and store them now
– Plan and build a system to recover
these resources
– Then, divert all waste to Resource
Recovery facilities … and even
retrieve previously buried resources
for their value
– Future value may be quite
extraordinary
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Steps-to-date: June briefings
• Designing & Building a Resource Recovery system
– Requires a steady stream of incoming waste / “resources”
– Resource Flow Control ordinance will secure a steady stream
– With a dedicated and reliable waste stream established, Dallas can attract
private investors to build a Resource Recovery system

• What is a Resource Recovery system ?
– A synchronized set of facilities to accept waste and recover all usable
material – replacing existing waste transfer stations and the landfill
– Where?
• First site for facility: McCommas Bluff Landfill
• Subsequent sites: selected to accommodate short hauling distances

– Examples of existing Resource Recovery Facilities
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City of Dallas

Disposal Facilities
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Resource Recovery Facility
(Germany)
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0.8 mile

Aerial view of
Roseville, CA
Facilities
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Inside the
Resource Recovery Facility
in Roseville, CA
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and Resource
Recovery Facility
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Steps-to-date: June briefings
• Multiple benefits from Resource Recovery facilities
– Replaces landfill and transfer stations with Recovery Sites
• Transforms waste industry into CLEAN recovery plants
• Ultimately, eliminates need for landfilling

– Creates jobs (about 100 jobs per facility; approx. 500 jobs total)
– Provides a green energy source for City use
– Good management of resources
• State-of-the-art technology puts Dallas at leading edge
of green practices nationally

– Establishes an excellent base for environmental curricula at
Dallas campuses
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Steps-to-date:

Community Meetings
June 28 – at Paul Quinn College
•
•

Open meeting – drew 250-300 from community
Q & A session

July 14
•

Brainstorming session on needs for South East Oak Cliff (SEOC)
community with Paul Quinn team and city staff

Aug 4
•
•
•
•
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– at Paul Quinn College

– at Tommie Allen Recreation Center

Arranged by City with direction from DMPT Atkins
Attended by 24 community representatives and city staff
Representatives from community organizations – reviewed Council’s
briefings and discussed opportunities for economic development and
investment
Community wants to see funds used for neighborhood development

Steps-to-date:

Meetings, continued
Aug 11 •
•

Waste industry representatives voice concerns with concept
They promise to provide information to substantiate their concerns

Aug 29
•

at City Manager’s office

– at Landfill Administrative Offices

NAACP representative toured landfill and asked questions about
effects of Resource Flow Control on surrounding neighborhoods

Sep 1 – at City Hall
•
•
•
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EPA coordinates meeting with City staff, TCEQ, and NAACP
NAACP inquiring about assessing possible health effects from truck
traffic
Will continue discussions

Steps-to-date:

Talking with Dallas businesses
Waste haulers
•
•

Individual franchised haulers
Group meetings with national solid waste professional organizations

Dallas businesses
•
•
•
•

Apartment Association of Greater Dallas
DISD
Hotel Association of North Texas
Greater Dallas Restaurant Association

Others
•
•
•
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Regulatory agencies (EPA, TCEQ)
Recycling entities
Media interests

Steps-to-date:

What the community is saying
Residents in South East Oak Cliff
•
•
•

Want assurances that neighborhoods will not be adversely impacted (traffic, air quality, image)
Want to see re-investment that will improve and grow their neighborhoods
Seek dedicated funding – and ability to advise on how to use funds

Waste haulers
•
•
•
•

Some are worried that they will lose business to their own out-of-city landfills (Appendix B)
Some expect to see increase in cost of their service
Prefer freedom to select the disposal location of their choice
Some haulers support the City’s green initiatives – and see no adverse effect in their operations

Dallas businesses
•
•
•

Want to know if they will see any significant increase in cost of their service – and how much
Strongly oppose the cost increase that others have proposed via hiking the Franchise Fees
Want to maintain competition among waste haulers (rather than exclusive hauler for all of city)

Others
•
•
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Strongly supportive of policy to recycle / re-use in place of landfilling
Seek assurances to minimize any negative environmental impact (i.e.; air quality)

Moving Forward, continued
Establish an Economic Stimulus entity for the
South East Oak Cliff neighborhoods near landfill
-- Create a City fund dedicated to development projects that
bring positive economic impact to communities near the landfill
-- Utilize input from community advisory panel for fund usage

Key features
– Vision and Planning
• Identify community’s needs – and how they want their neighborhoods to
look in the long-term
• May benefit from input of professional planner

– Governance / Advisory Group
• Community representatives to give critical input to formation and
structure of the Advisory group
• Community to establish its own vision and goals
• City to provide collaborative support, as needed, with executive
leadership from Office of Economic Development
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Moving Forward, continued
Key features of SEOC Economic Stimulus, continued
– Operating Policies
• Develop policies by the Advisory Group on use of funds
• Set procedures for reporting to Council
• Source of funding: New commercial tons to landfill
– Resource Flow Control ordinance will generate an estimated
850-900k tons of waste
– SEOC fund to be 6% of new revenue, not-to-exceed $1m / year
– New revenue from disposal fee* = $17.4m to $18.5m
– SEOC Fund = 6% of new revenue = $1.0m
– First year of new ordinance may yield a fraction of estimated
new tons; City’s revenues and SEOC fund will be
proportionately lower in first year
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*

uses an average disposal fee of $20.50/ton, based on posted gate rate and contracted rates

Moving Forward, continued
Key features of SEOC Economic Stimulus, continued
– Geographical bounds
• Center on the neighborhoods and features within a to-be-determined
distance from landfill entrance
• Select boundaries with input from community and city departments

– Project Types
• Focus on development and re-development strategies
• Example projects: Retail structures, medical facilities, transportation, etc.

– Recognize (and capitalize on) other initiatives
• Educational corridor – Simpson Stuart / Camp Wisdom
• Support from private foundations
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Next Steps
• Two agenda items for concurrent approval:
– Ordinance for resource flow control
• Approve Sept 28, 2011 for start date of January 2, 2012

– Council Resolution to establish South East Oak Cliff
(SEOC) Economic Stimulus Fund
• City staff to work with community to:
- establish policies
- develop action plans

• Submit draft operating plan for review in November 2011
• SEOC Advisory Group to be operational Q1 2012
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Looking Forward into FY12
•

SEOC Economic Stimulus Fund
– City staff to team up with community to:
- establish policies and procedures and operating
parameters for the fund
- develop goals strategies and action plans for utilization
of invested funds

• Submit operating plan for Council concurrence in FY12
• SEOC Economic Stimulus is funded starting in FY13, based on funds
accrued in previous FY
• Funding continues for 20-year period

•

Initiate plans for Resource Recovery System
– Further examine range of technologies suitable for full-scale Resource
Recovery operations
– Coordinate with regulatory agencies on facility siting requirements
– Issue requests for qualifications (in FY12) and proposals to partner with
city in designing and implementing
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DISCUSSION ?
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Appendix A:
Questions Voiced about
Resource Flow Control
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Truck Traffic
• No significant change in citywide traffic counts
• All trucks affected by ordinance are already
operating in Dallas - no “new” truck trips are
created
• Some haulers will alter routes to use city facilities
– Decreases miles for some; increases for others

• Projected traffic changes under new ordinance
– 86 trucks (that now use other landfills) will go to McCommas and Bachman
– Equals 380 round-trips daily (each truck makes 4-5 round-trips)
• 70 trucks are projected to use McCommas (for 620 trips)
• 16 trucks are projected to use Bachman (for 140 trips)
25
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Air Quality
• Air quality is regional concern
– All vehicles affected by the ordinance are already
operating in the region – none are added or eliminated

• No change in vehicle emissions
– All trucks are and will continue to operate within the
north Texas “air quality” region
– Hauling distances should be unchanged – on balance
• Two city facilities will be available to all waste haulers
• Haul distances from anywhere in city will be 15 miles or less
– McCommas Bluff to the south-southeast
– Bachman Transfer to the northwest

– Haulers may change their routing – some will decrease
distances slightly, some will increase slightly
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Air Quality
•

Air quality monitoring on-going at Landfill
– TCEQ has issued an air permit to Landfill to meet air quality standards
– Stringent regulatory requirements to measure / report:
• Methane
• Particulates




Non-methane volatile organics
Other

– Also, monthly monitoring at 300 gas wells for volatiles, nitrogen, and
oxygen

•

All reports to TCEQ; full compliance maintained
– Annual reports from 2001 to now

•

Air monitoring - Regionally
– Four monitoring points at:
•
•
•
•
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3049 Morrell
Dallas Executive Airport
Love Field
Dallas Convention Center

Litter
• Wind-blown litter
– City code requires all haulers to secure their loads to
prevent litter, particulates, or spills from escaping the
vehicle. Penalties for failing to do so are specified in code.
– Haulers utilize enclosed trash hoppers, sealed containers
and removable tarps as securing methods.
– Landfill and transfer sites use litter crews daily to pick up
any errant litter along the roadways within two miles from
the sites
– No history of chronic litter problems from trash vehicles
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Sealed and tarped trucks at landfill
Litter crews on roadways near
landfill and transfer sites
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Other issues
• Use of one transfer site only
– Additional waste resource stream can be readily handled with
McCommas and Bachman
• Bachman has capacity to double its incoming stream
• Other transfer sites are smaller; sized for use by city’s residential
collection trucks

– Both sites are easily accessible from highway (not side streets)
– making them desirable to haulers for quick turnaround

• Hours of operation
– Current hours will meet new demand
• Landfill:

Mon-Fri…. 5:00am to 8:00pm
Sat …….. 6:00am to 4:00pm
Sun …….. closed
 Bachman: Mon-Sat… 7:30 am – 5:00pm
Sun ……. closed
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Other issues, cont’d
• Financial impact to business customers
– No changes likely – on balance
– McCommas gate fee to remain competitive with DFW market
• Good for Dallas business customers

– Competitive nature of hauling business
• Ordinance will “level the playing field” for all haulers who don’t own a landfill
• Hauling services from one provider to another are typically within 5% of each
other
• Hauler with out-of-city landfill may tend to increase fees to Dallas customer –
who may then seek (and find) a lower-priced competitor

• Option to increase franchise fee
– Franchise fee required to be based on cost to maintain infrastructure
– Haulers’ effect on infrastructure does not currently warrant a fee increase
– Any franchise fee increase is a cost borne by the Dallas business customer
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Appendix B:
Other major landfill owners preparing for
Resource Recovery facilities
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Waste management: Not just trash anymore
Eying its future, Houston company focusing more on
turning what it collects into energy
By BRETT CLANTON HOUSTON CHRONICLE
Sunday 08/21/2011 Houston Chronicle, Section Business, Page 1, 3 STAR Edition

By any measure, Waste Management is a giant in the U.S. garbage collection
and recycling business, but its future may lie in a different service: turning trash into
energy.
That helps explain why the Houston company recently has been boosting investments in
technologies that can convert much of what goes in the landfill into fuels, electricity
and other energy products. While those investments are still relatively small for a firm
that collected $12.5 billion in revenue last year and 100 million tons of trash, they
highlight a shift in the way the country's biggest garbage hauler views its business as
well as waste itself.
"In my mind, it's pretty simple why we're doing it: If we don't figure it out, somebody is,
and they'll take the waste away from us. If we lose the waste, we've certainly lost the
business," said Carl Rush, vice president of the company's organic growth group, the
chief vehicle for its energy investments.
The shift in thinking comes at a time when U.S. landfill collections are hitting a plateau as
Americans recycle more, consumer products makers reduce packaging and many
large corporations adopt "zero waste" goals.
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Appendix C:
Draft Ordinance for
Resource Flow Control
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